
Event Information for the Dalmoak event

Terrain: Generally undulating open forest and semi-open to open grazing land with 
scattered areas of granite. Occasional patches of thicker vegetation, including lantana on 
some of the spurs.

Map notes: This map is now 22 years old so do not rely on how some of the vegetation 
may be shown on the map.There may be additional areas of clearing and the vegetation 
may be thicker in some areas. Generally under the forest cover, it is good running with few
grass seeds or prickles. However out in the open paddocks where it has not been recently 
grazed, the grass is a lot longer. The last few months of almost continuous rain has 
resulted in a lot of swampy areas and running creeks so wear your oldest gear as you are 
going to get wet and boggy! 

Some of the minor tracks shown on the map are now overgrown and not obvious anymore.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The Dalmoak property is traversed by a 2m high east/west fence to try and exclude wild 
dogs. Do not attempt to climb over this fence as you will damage it. The courses have 
been set so as to pass through gates along this fence. You MUST shut these after passing
through them. We have also erected a stile over one section of this fence and this will be 
marked on your map as a crossing point. 

Road directions: 
From Warwick, travel 50km south on the New England Highway and turn into
High Street towards Stanthorpe. About 500m past the showgrounds, turn left intoAmosfield
Road and follow for 7km before turning left into Dalmoak Road. Follow this road for a 
further 5 km to the assembly area and park as directed. Allow 50 mins from Warwick. 

From Stanthorpe, take Amosfield Road off High Street and follow east for 7km before
turning left into Dalmoak Road. and then follow directions as above. Allow 15 mins from 
Stanthorpe.

NOTE: The first part of Dalmoak Road is bitumen but has suffered damage from recent
rain events so be careful of rough sections and some potholes. After its junction with 
McKenzie Road, it becomes gravel and although the Tenterfield Shire Council has done 
some road repairs, recent rain has caused further damage so proceed with caution. Due to
further rain in the last two days, this road may have become even more eroded. A walk of 
1km may be needed to get to the assembly area. Despite what your SatNav/Google Maps 
may be telling you, do not attempt to access Dalmoak Road from the north as there is a 
dodgy causeway that may have washed out and there is also damage on other parts of the
road. Check Eventor for last minute details about the road conditions. 


